AquaticEngineering
Working Above Water, On Water & Under Water

Case Study : Attenborough Nature Reserve SSSI - Goose Fence

Client: Environment Agency
Contractor: Jackson
Duration: 3yrs
Value: £51,000,000
Engineer: Black & Veatch
AquaticEngineering were approached by a Black & Veatch representative in May 2010 following
significant failings in the goose protection measures installed at Attenborough to the point where
little or no plant growth had been achieved. Following a site visit a concept design for the large
scale goose anti-grazing fences were drawn up, this could be installed in deep water and soft silt.

In May 2010 it was obvious that the expensive ‘corral’ fencing approached was not successful
with little or no plant establishment beyond the coir roll installation along the front edge.

The deep backfill of soft silt along with water depths to over 4m made for an interesting challenge.
However a cost effective scaffolding arrangement was eventually the preferred option, with a 2m
high wire mesh attached on a top pole and extending down into the water to prevent swan and
goose access from the water. Tripods of scaffolding were erected and placed inside the fenced
off zones to which strong barrier tape could be tied.

With the right approach and tools this system was much faster and more economical to erect
compared with alternative solutions. It proved to be far safer than working in the water in deep silt,
especially as the contract commenced in a very cold February. It will also subsequently be easier
and more cost effective to remove and can then be deployed on other sites or recycled.

In shallower areas planting was relatively easy, wooden posts were used to attach deterrent tape.

The goose and coot anti – predation measures at Attenborough has been reasonably successful
in the first season… however with any new mass planting scheme and even established reedbeds,
it’s an on-going battle especially considering the dramatic rise in wildfowl numbers over the past
years.
Plant establishment is always difficult but especially in urban parks where wildfowl of every hue are
encouraged by the public by feeding on an almost ‘industrial’ scale – dustbin bags of out of date
bread often being tipped into lakes!

A common early morning scene on urban lakes… this is the Serpentine in Hyde Park where the
coots suffer from gout due to their entirely unsuitable diet of processed human carbohydrates!
With over 1000 geese present there is little surprise that a new marginal zone is difficult to establish.

Yet with the right protection and management structure in place it is indeed possible to establish
reedbeds in urban settings. Good marginal zones are essential not only from a biodiversity and
aesthetic point of view but also they become huge nutrient soaks which is vital in the control of
algae due to the large volumes of organic matter entering the water via food and faeces.

Each adult goose produces up to about 1 kilo (2lbs.) of faeces a day!
of bread, they can empty their bowels every six minutes.

When they live on a diet

2-4 geese = 1 sheep!

The US Department of Agriculture’s National Wildlife Research Center report that Canada geese
faeces present a serious risk to humans:
Recently completed studies identified E. coli in goose faeces found in urban environments... the
overall prevalence of pathogenic E. coli in Canada goose faeces was found to be 25%. Four
general potentially pathogenic E. coli and two virulence factors were identified. One virulence
factor is known to produce severe diarrhea, while the other is associated as a causative agent of
infantile meningitis… researchers also quantified the amount of faeces in parks, estimating that a
person taking a 1-mile walk in a park was likely to physically come in contact, on the bottom of his
or her shoes, with 4-8 piles of faeces that contained virulence determinants. With the population
growing at circa 19% a year the problem is not going to go away!

The dramatic rise in the Egyptian goose population is alarming, they can be aggressive and have
the ability to fly over fences or dive beneath them and thus decimate newly planted reedbeds.

Large wildfowl populations can have serious effects on water quality and erosion due to bankside
vegetation depletion.

Above and Below - Abbotsbury Swannery and Poole Park – AE Consultancy Services
AquaticEngineering’s consultants have many years’ experience and can advise on all aspects of
wildfowl grazing, resulting in reedbed decline, poor water quality or seriously reduced biodiversity.

A Floating Goose Fence Solution – Hickling Broad
The consultants at AquaticEngineering have decades of experience in all aspects of wildfowl
control, reedbed decline caused by goose predation and also reedbed establishment. The
company consequently advises many of the UK’s leading agencies on these problems.
Whatever your problem contact us in the first instance for free impartial advice.
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